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Abstract. Models of electric field distribution for two typical cases
of vacuum camera internal pressure control are investigated. New
relations between the maximum magnetron discharge current value
lmax. and the maximum electric field strength radial corrponent value
Ermax are established.

1. INTRODUCTION

To test the vacuum in vacuum interrupter cameras it is necessary to initiate
magnetron discharge by simultaneously applying magnetic and electric fields. The
value of the discharge current is measured following this nondestructive method, the
current being function of the camera's internal pressure p. applied voltage U and
magnetic flux density B.
Two typical cases of electric and magnetic field can be practically applied to
investigate the internal pressure, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure2: electrodes and
shields configuration of the
tested vacuum camera

Figure 1: Variants of vacuum
camera internal shields
pressure testing; electric
field is applied:between:
case la)-closed electrodes
andcentral shield, case lb)
opened electrodes
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In case la) electrodes are closed (anode) while the central metallic shield is
cathode. This variant is possible in case the vacuum camera central shield has a
terminal. This is equivalent to the experimental Strutt cell, where stable discharge
appears between two cylindrical electrodes. In case lb) (scheme Phillips), which is
more universal because the up-to-date constructions of vacuum cameras don't have a
central shield terminal. The contact system is opened and one of the electrodes is
anode and the other - cathode. In both cases the tested camera is situated in two
Helmholtz coils in order to obtain uniform magnetic field. Under the impact of the two
simultaneously applied fields the Lorenz force acting on the electron is

(1)

where: e - electron charge = 1,60217733.10"" C; E - electric field strength; B -
magnetic flux density; ^ _ magnetic moment of electron = 9,2847701.10"24J.T ; Fr and
Fz - radial and axial components of the force.

This imposes the necessity to have good knowledge of the electric and the
magnetic field distribution.

Magnetic field distribution as well as its axial Bz and radial B,. components are
analysed [2]. Modeling the field for different coils currents and different distances
between the coils, it was established that the axial component of the magnetic field
density Bz dominates, while the radial component Br can be ignored (IO"4T). An
optimal situation of the coils has been proposed to get an uniform magnetic field,
together with the possibility to change magnetic flux density in the range of 10 mT to
100 mT.

Consequently, the possibility to realize crossed electric and magnetic fields,
necessary to initiate magnetron discharge in vacuum is between the axial component
of the magnetic field density Bz arid the radial component of electric field strength Er.

The task of this study is to analyze the electric field distribution in the tested
vacuum camera, to find the total field strength E and its components - radial Er and
axial Ez and also to analyse the results obtained for the magnetron discharge initiation
and measurement from this point of view. The electric field is modeled as
axisymetrical.

2. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

The contact system electrodes of the tested vacuum camera have complex
configuration. Fig. 2 shows the electrodes and the central shield. The dimensions are:
electrode external diameter dc = 76 mm; electrode length le = 17 mm; shield's internal
diameter dsh = 101 mm; shield's thickness bsh = 1 mm; distance between opened
electrodes a = 16 mm.

Effective electric arc extinguishing in vacuum determines the electrode's complex
configuration. This geometry differs considerably from the idealized theoretical
investigation cases, where the electrodes and the shield have cylindrical form and
infinite length.
The electric field is modeled at applied voltage values in the range of 0,5 kV to 7 kV.
Experimental data of magnetic discharge current values are obtained for these
voltage values [1]. Fig. 3 shows the electric field strength E and its radial component
Er for case la) at applied voltage U = 1 kV.
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a) b)

Figure 3: Distribution of: a) electric field strength E, b) its radial
component Er for the tested vacuum camera at applied voltage U = 1

kV between closed electrodes and central shield

By analogy, electric field for case lb) is modeled (between opened electrodes) and
Fig. 4 shows electric field strength E and its radial component Er. The shield potential
is 50% from the anode potential due to the symmetry of the system.

Figure 4: Electric field strength E a) and its radial
component Er b) between opened electrodes of the tested

camera at applied voltage U = 1 kV. The distance between
the electrodes is 16 mm.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

Analyzing the electric field distribution, shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 it was
established that the field is nonhomogenious around the electrodes and depends on
their complex geometry.
Based on the electric fields models for the two investigated cases Table I shows the
applied anode voltage values U, maximum values of the electric field strength Emsx
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and the maximum value of its radial component Er max. Additionally the ratio Er
max/Em^ is given to illustrate the electric field effectiveness to initiate magnetron
discharge. It is logically to expect that the higher the value of the ratio, the higher the
magnetron current value will be.
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Obviously for case la) the ratio Erma,/Emax is equal to 0,82 and for case Ib) it is 0,665.

Fig. 5a) shows the experimental relations between the magnetron discharge current I
and the applied anode voltage U at different magnetic flux densities B for case la).
The same relations for case 1b) are presented in Fig.5b).

Figure 5: Relations between magnetron discharge current I and anode voltage U
for case la) and for case lb) at vacuum camera internal pressure testing.

Based on these experimental relations and the electric fields models Table II shows the
maximum magnetron discharge current value Imax, the corresponding maximum value
of the component Ermax, the corresponding applied voltage U and the ratio Imax/Ermax .
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It is obvious that the maximum magnetron discharge current value depends on the
maximum electric field strength radial component value Er max for the two cases
investigated and the ratio Ima,/Er max = 0,011 is constant. The maximum magnetron
current values lmax for case la) are higher than those for the case lb).
Based on the experimental data, regression models [4], [5] for the maximum discharge
current values Imax [uA] as a function of the two main factors - applied voltage U [kV]
and magnetic flux density B [mT] are created with a high value of the coefficient of
determination r (the square of the coefficient of correlation):
For case la) with a coefficient of determination r2 - 0,99

/max = 0,495 + 1,3256 L7 - 0,0016 B

For case lb) with a coefficient of determination r2 = 0,97

/ =1,844 + 0,18(7 + 0,02 5

(2)

(3)

The electrodes of the contact system have sectors, separated by channels, whose role is
to rotate the parallel arcs in vacuum resulting an intensive extinguishing.
The influence of these sectors and channels on the total electric field strength E and its
radial component Er is also investigated the main purpose being to estimate their role
on the ionization processes at vacuum camera testing.
Electric field between electrodes of the same form and dimensions, but without sectors
and channels is also modeled. Fig. 6 shows the pictures of the electric field strength E'
and its radial component E r ' for case la) at applied voltage U = lkV. By analogy Fig.
7 represents the pictures of the electric field strength E' and its radial component E r '
for case lb) at the same applied voltage.
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Figure 6: Electric field strength E'a) and its radial component Erad' b) for case
la) at applied voltage U = lkV. The electrodes have no sectors and channels.

It is obvious that at presence of sectors and channels in the electrodes the maximum
values of the total electric field strength Em3X and its radial component Emax increase
considerably and Table III illustrates this comparison at applied voltage U = 1 kV.
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T a b l e III

Ema*. V/mm
Emax, V/mm

Real electrodes

Case la)
155

127,17

Case lb)
101
96,3

Electrodes without
channels

Case la)
145
96/,

Case lb)
62,5
21,2
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Figure 7: Electric field strength E' a) and its radial component Erad' b) for case
lb) at applied voltage U = lkV. The electrodes have no sectors and channels.

For case lb) the ratio E^^/Erm^ = 4,5 and this results in considerable
improvement of the testing conditions, because for the modem vacuum cameras this
case is only possible.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

1. Analyzing the electric field distributions, shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 it has
been found that the field around the electrodes is nonhomogenious and strongly
depends on their complex geometry.

2. The ratio Er max/Emax illustrates the electric field effectiveness to initiate
magnetron discharge at vacuum camera testing. The higher the value of this ratio the
higher the magnetron current value is.

3. The electrodes construction having sectors and channels of special form leads
to improvement of magnetron discharge initiation conditions (with a high value of
the electric field strength radial component) in the space of the tested vacuum
camera. This is extremely favourable to the testing method used.
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